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One hypothesis I have is that the clay most naturally wants to open up into a bowl when 

spinning on a wheel. I have found that a bowl lends to a harmonious balance in 

understanding plasticity and implementing gesture to find relationship with the clay. 

Deceptively simple in ubiquity, I feel a sacredness in the ongoing potential of the form. 

There is a great invitation to play with contour: inside/ outside relationship, shoulder 

opening, adding texture, and how to let the bowl lift off a surface in foot trimming.  

 

While throwing bowls, I am receptive to my relationship with the medium to inspire new 

contours. I play until I get this sense for something I should follow, usually observing an 

extreme spike in tactile satisfaction. I then repeat the form— having to approach 

remaking the shape from different strokes until I understand the best way to consistently 

repeat the form. Repetition solidifies. Repetition creates significance. Most importantly, 

associations unfold—gesture being more distinct than knowing a title of a song or a 

species of fruit. Gestures have been imprinted on me, are being imprinted on me. I am 

reclaiming them through my work.  

 

Now ritualized, each morning I look out of the studio’s back door into the empty brick 

chamber— monument of surrender—the kiln that never ceases to challenge and question 

my growth. When I think of clay as being formed where rocks and water meet, I am 

tempted to digress about how I have begun to see my mind as a place where rocks and 

water meet. This helps me recognize which parts of me are solid and which parts of my 

life are fluid. Clay is shapeable since, being weathered, this duplicity has been fully 

integrated. This is the current lesson. I am sustained by the alignment of emotional, 

spiritual, and technical capacities of the clay while I work to fully integrate from within to 

without, shaping my own reclamation of self. 


